Abstract-Traditional GNSS receiver usually uses Least Squares (LS) method or Kalman filtering to calculate the position. This paper proposes a new method that uses particle filtering for positioning calculation. The proposed particle filtering bases on LS method, but resolves the low positioning accuracy problem of LS. It also overcomes the Kalman filtering's drawback that need to know noise properties and receiver's dynamic model previously. The paper gives detailed implementation of the particle filter that is applicable to positioning calculation in GNSS receiver. Based on a suitably built model, the filter uses a modified resampling algorithm, and selects reasonable particle number and proposal distribution according to simulation test. These effectively reduce the calculation and improve the performance of the filter. Simulation results with GSS6700 simulator, based on the digital Intermediate Frequency (IF) signals, show that compared with traditional LS method and Kalman filtering, the proposed particle filtering achieves much higher positioning accuracy.
INTRODUCTION
GNSS refers to Global Navigation Satellite System. So far, fully operational GNSSs are GPS and GLONASS. Chinese Compass navigation system and European Union's Galileo navigation system are scheduled to be operational by 2020 [1] . GNSS receiver calculates and outputs the precise position, velocity and time, which can be widely used in many areas. And the most commonly used algorithms in the calculation are LS method and Kalman filtering [2] . Solving the set of pseudorange observation equations by LS method, the overall solution minimizes the sum of the squares of the errors made in solving every single equation [3] . The advantages of this method are fast convergence rate, and little affected by initial rough coordinates of the receiver. But it uses current observations without considering other observations related to them. Therefore, the current observation errors greatly influence the positioning solution, resulting in low position accuracy [2] [4] . Kalman filtering algorithm uses receiver's dynamic model and noise properties to produce estimates that is closer to the true unknown position. Positions at adjoining times are associated with one another, resulting in more smooth and accurate positions [4] . But Kalman filtering requires prior knowledge of receiver's dynamic model and noise properties that are not easy to get. And without the prior knowledge, it can easily lead to filter divergence [5] [6] . Many researches try to overcome the drawback of the classic Kalman filter, but all of them need complex calculations which lead to difficult implementations [7] [8] . In addition, initialization of the Kalman filter requires estimated position of the receiver. And large deviations of the initial estimates can lead to slow convergence rate or even divergence of the filter.
This paper proposes a new method that uses particle filtering for the calculation. It resolves the low positioning accuracy problem of LS without prior knowledge of receiver's dynamic model or noise properties. Particle filtering is a sequential Monte Carlo algorithm, which represents the probability by particle set, and it can be used for any state-space model [9] [10]. This paper first builds a particle filtering model for positioning calculation in GNSS receiver, and then studies the implementation method of the filter based on that. In the implementation, it uses a modified resampling algorithm that discards low weighted particles and creates new particles by linear combination of high weighted particles. It also gives reasonable advice about selection of particles number and proposal distribution by simulation. These effectively reduce the calculation, improve the filter's performance, and make the particle filter more applicable to positioning in GNSS receiver. Simulation results in both static and dynamic states show that compared with traditional positioning methods, the proposed particle filtering achieves much higher positioning accuracy.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a detailed description of particle filter and its implementation in GNSS receiver. Section 3 presents simulation results in both static and dynamic states. Section 4 concludes the paper.
II. PARTICLE FILTER AND ITS IMPLEMENTATION

A. Particle Filter
Particle filter is a statistical filter that based on recursive Bayesian estimation, approximating the Bayesian solution. It does not require any change to the system model, but gets optimal estimate of the solution by statistic [4] .
A dynamic system with input vector can be expressed as follows: 
Based on the Bayesian solution of ( | ) 
However, without restrictive linear Gaussian assumptions about the system models, no Bayesian solution of ( | ) 
The particle filter usually uses importance sampling to create a set of particles for representing ( | ) t t p x Y , and the process can use any distribution ( ) q ⋅ which is known as a proposal distribution. Concretely, the particle filter consists of the following basic parts: 1 ） Create N samples from the proposal distribution: Generate ( )
. Each sample is a particle.
2）Update and normalize the weights: 
then the particles are resampled to prevent high concentration of probability at a few particles that resulting in particle degeneration. And the particle degeneration is a key issue of particle filter.
Particle filter can handle complex multimodal posterior distributions, so it can be used in many systems. However, it also faces the problems of particle degeneration and large calculation. This research uses a modified resampling algorithm and a simplified filtering model to resolve the problems.
B. System Model
Based on above information, the filtering system model can be expressed as: 
Here This model is applicable to the particle filter implementation, and can effectively reduce the calculation. As we know, the particle number grows exponentially with the dimensionality of state vector. The model considers the velocity t v as input vector but not state vector to reduce the dimensionality, thus reduce calculation.
For high dynamic carriers such as aircraft and missiles, the model needs to consider additional acceleration components. The high dynamic condition is not discussed in this paper for the special applications.
C. Implementation of the Particle Filter in GNSS Receiver
The particle filtering for positioning calculation is actually the recursive estimation of the receiver position posterior distribution based on the built model. The implementation of particle filter for positioning in GNSS receiver is as shown in Fig.1 .
In the initialization phase, first calculate initial position In the prediction phase, new state vector can be estimated by (9 There are three key points with the particle filter implementation: particle number N, proposal distribution and resampling algorithm.
1)Particle number. The calculation increases with the particle number which grows exponentially with the dimensionality of the state vector. And the dimensionality is decreased to three in the filtering model. The specific value of the particle number N will be determined by simulation in the next section.
2)Proposal distribution. As we mentioned before, any proposal distribution can be used to generate the particles. The most common distributions are uniform and Gaussian. The next section will compare simulation results of the two distributions, and give advice on a better choice.
3)Resampling algorithm. Resampling algorithm can decrease the particle degeneration. Traditional algorithm copies high weighted particles and discards low weighted ones to avoid wasting calculation in less important particles. This paper uses a modified resampling algorithm based on the traditional one. It discards low weighted particles like the traditional algorithm, but creates new particles by linear combination of high weighted ones instead of simply coping them.
Concretely, when eff N is less than th N , calculates the linear combination of two highest weighted particles, that is:
and then replace the lowest weighted particle The modified resampling algorithm creates high weighted new particles, and no one is repeated. This effectively increases the importance and diversity of the particles, thus improving the filter's performance.
III. SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS
Simulation experiments use GSS6700 simulator to generate signals in different scenes. GSS6700 is a powerful, flexible platform of Spirent Company for Multi-GNSS development, integration and verification test. It can be configured with up to 12 channels of one constellation or multiple constellations. A specific device is used to receive the simulation signals and then convert them to digital IF signals, based on which the simulations are implemented. To simplify the simulation, GPS is the only system considered, however, the results can generally extend to other GNSS systems.
A. Simulation in Static State
The simulator generates a static scene where the user receiver is at a fixed position. Three methods are separately used for the positioning calculation: LS method, Modified Kalman Filtering (MKF) and the proposed particle filtering. The proposed filter's particle number is 100, and its proposal distribution is Gaussian in this simulation. Positioning errors in three directions with LS method are separately in the range of [-24m, 24m ], so set 4 24 σ = . Then the variance of Gaussian distribution 2 σ in particle filter is 36. Fig.2 shows positioning results in Universal Transverse Mercartor (UTM) system of receivers using three methods for 45 seconds. The red "+" in the figure mean the real position. Each receiver gives a positioning result every 500 ms. Table. I gives the statistical analysis of the three receivers' root mean square error (RMSE). It is clear that the one using proposed particle filtering shows much better performance. More simulation experiments are implemented to further determine the impact of particle number and proposal distribution in the particle filter. The variance of Gaussian distribution is 36, and the range of uniform distribution is [-24m, 24m] . The results are shown in Fig.3 . The RMSE of both distributions are more stable with the increase of particle number, and Gaussian distribution shows better performance than the uniform one. Considering calculation and performance, a proposed particle filter with 100 particles and Gaussian distribution is recommended. The recommended filter is also used in the following dynamic simulation.
B. Simulation in Dynamic State
The simulator generates a dynamic scene where the user receiver moves in non-uniform linear motion for 10 minutes. Receivers using LS method, MKF and proposed particle filtering are separately tested, and their positioning errors are shown in Fig.4 . Each receiver gives a positioning result every second. According to statistical analysis, the RMSE of receivers using three methods are given in Table. II. The proposed particle filtering algorithm also shows much better performance in dynamic state.
IV. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes a new method that uses particle filtering combined with LS method for positioning in GNSS receiver. Based on a suitably built system model, the proposed particle filter uses a modified resampling algorithm and selects reasonable particle number and proposal distribution to improve the filter's performance. Simulation results in both static and dynamic states with GSS6700 simulator show effectiveness and superior performance of the method.
